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Mind Mapping Technique for Note Taking. 

ABSTRACT 

Note taking is the process of taking note in a place where an event is happening like 

class or meeting or any important occasion when necessary. It is important to take note 

because the information presented in class or meeting often contains the central concepts 

of the course and the material most likely to be included on exams if a students or being 

asked by the boss if a secretary (Academic Skill Center, 2011). 

The main aim of my project which is “mind mapping technique for note taking” is to 

develop a system with the aid of information communication technology tools that 

enables user who learn best by using words (NovaMind,  2011)  to regularly review key 

concept, repeating or reciting key concepts from class, reflecting or connecting your 

ideas or speaker owns to other notes and reading, event (class, meeting, etc) (Academic 

Skill Center, 2011).  That is, developing a system that enable you to quickly create notes 

using a Mind Map as you listen to lecture (Garret, C., 2007). 

 A mind map is a graphical figure used to represent and focus on an idea or central key 

word that other ideas, words, tasks, or other items are arranged around it and then linked 

to. It is actually a graphical method of taking notes. Mind Maps are a visual diagram 

with bubbles and lines representing relationships and ideas between them. The core idea 

usually sits in the middle with related topics branching out from it. Ideas are further 

broken down as well as extended until your page looks like an impressionist painting of 

a spider colony (Garret, C., 2007). Mind map with ideas branching into their subsections 

generally take tree branching or hierarchical format. Mind map allows when recording 

ideas and information, a greater creativity by allowing the association of words with 

visual representation hence helping with memory and organization (Farrand, P., Hussain, 

F and Hennessy, E., 2002).               

Keywords: Note taking, Mind map, Information communication technology. 
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CHAPTER ONE 

INTRODUCTION 

About note taking using mind mapping technique 

The mind mapping technique is published by the noted psychologist, Tony 

Buzan in his book title, “Use Your Head”. The technique mimics the way the human 

mind works by connecting related ideas to a central one in a kind of 2-dimensional space 

rather than linearly as on the written paper such as this project that must be read from top 

to bottom (Hunt, A., 2009). 

Problem statement: 
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 Tens of thousands of students around the world are taking lecture notes in a 

completely inefficient way that is, either writing them down in some languages column 

by column or line by line (Dryden, G., Ves, J., 1999).  . 

The brain does not work by storing information in neat lines or columns. It stores 

information on branches called dendrites tree like branches. It also stores information by 

associations and patterns. And as a result of trying to store information the way the brain 

does, British psychologist Tony Buzan invented Mind Mapping (Dryden, G. & Ves, J., 

1999).   

 

 

Justification from the implementation of mind mapping for note taking: 

• The software will provide a GUI screen applicable on laptops or I-pads from 

which users can create and link ideas in a 2-dimensional space.  

• The use of the software works more in-line with how the brain operates.  

• The software provides more focus on understanding rather than words or syntax.  

• Users can keep pace with lecture or presentations by focusing on ideas instead of 

words.  

• The tasks performed on the software provide transition to report. That is, tasks 

performed on the software can be reported or aid in reporting.  
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• The software is an electronic document (e-doc) of paper which reduces cost, time 

and wastage.  

• Works on the software are safer to paper.  

• Categorization and hierarchy are clearly and visually defined (Garret, C., 2007). 

•  A mind map can be read back at a glance; jumping right to the part you need 

(Garret, C., 2007). 

 

 

 

 

 

 CHAPTER TWO 

ORGANIZATION 

Stakeholders 

The stakeholders intended in this project are: 

The stakeholders are learned persons, secretaries and students who prefer 

expressing ideas as text. 
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        CHAPTER THREE 

                                 METHODOLOGY 

Proposed Methodology 

The note taking application for use in meeting is created using the iterative 

development that is implemented through the following processes: analyze the 

requirements, design the solution, validates the design, implement the design, test the 

solution and document the solution. The mind mapping technique would be 

implemented using the Java programming language guideline I described below  
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1. Write the central idea in the center idea holder. 

2. Write each of the agenda item in the idea holder linked to the outside of the main idea. 

3. Draw lines that point to sub-thoughts, facts, and idea as well as figures, as the meeting 

progresses then label automatically indicating it hierarchical order. 

4. Without or with arrows, draw pictures and interlink (Mind Map, 2009). 

Advantages of using mind mapping. 

1.  The way the brain works which is not in nice neat lines is how minds maps are                         

created. 

2.    Memory is naturally not linear but associative. Any idea probably has thousands 

of links in your mind. Mind maps allow links and associations to be reinforced and 

recorded. 

3.   The mind does not remember sentences but images and key words -- try 

recalling just one sentence from memory!   Mind maps use just key images and key 

words, allowing a lot more information to be put on a page. 

4.   Because mind maps show associations between key words and are more visual, 

they are much easier to remember than linear notes.  

5.   Starting your mind mapping from the center of the page rather than from the 

top-left corner allows you to work out in all directions. 

6.   The way your own brain organizes ideas is reflected in the organization of a 

mind map. 
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7.   Mind maps are easy to review. Memory is reinforces by regular review. Trying 

to review in your imagination first is best, then go back and check on those areas 

that were blurred. 

8.   Key points stand out easily due to visual quality of mind maps (Russel, P., 

1996). 

9.   Ideas stick out in mind mapping (Pash, A., 2009).  

10 By attracting to both the logical and creative side of the brain, it stimulates the 

brain (Mohidin, F., 2010). 

 

 

Disadvantages of traditional linear notes. 

1. Time and energy are wasted writing down words that are unnecessary. 

2. While an idea is being noted down, some information may be missed. 

3.  Take longer time to review and read. 

4. The connections and associations between ideas and key words are not readily 

clear. 

5. The attention of readers wanders easily. 

6. The lack of color and other visual qualities hamper memory. 

7. Traditional notes aid forgetting not memory (Russel, P., 1996). 
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8. Many sub ideas can be lost or forgotten due to been hidden under larger concepts 

in traditional note taking (Pash, A., 2009). 

The Mind Mapping Technique by Example 

 

(Buzan, T., 1995). 
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CHAPTER FOUR 

PROGRAM SCOPE 

Limitations. 

My note taker software aids in numbering ellipses automatically and smartly 

compared to other mind map note taking software. It labels based on the hierarchy of 

how ideas are linked. It also used short cut key combination to make work on the note 

taker faster.                

Duration.  

The time period for completion of each milestone is as follows in the table below: 

Milestone  Description Proposed Finish Date Finished Date 

1 Analyze the Requirements 6/10/2011 6/10/2011 

2 

 

Design the Solution 13/10/2011 15/10/2011 

3 Validate the Design 20/10/2011 20/10/2011 

4 Implement the Design 24/11/2011 29/11/2011 
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5 Test the Solution  1/12/2011 2./12/2011 

6 Document the Solution 8/12/2011 12/12/2011 

Duration table 
 

Future prospects. 

1. A web-based version of my software in other languages apart from Java applet. 

2. A version of the software that listen to speaker and mind map taken note 

automatically. 

3. Adding more shapes to the note taker note page. 

4. Improving the user interface. 

5. User manuals. 
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   CHAPTER FIVE 

PROGRAM DEVELOPMENT 

Analysis and Design 

 Purpose: 

My program is not free software and should not be modified 

without my permission. My program is easy to use software that 

enable user to take note using the mind mapping technique which 

is a graphical figure used to represent and focus on an idea or 

central key word that other ideas, words, tasks, or other items are 

arranged around it and then linked to. 

                       Application Title: 

   Note Taker 

   Algorithms: 

   The note taker is used to take note after execution as follows: 
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   If user select a new note, output a page with mind mapping tools  

If user select an idea holder as ellipse or an idea 

explanation holder as a folded rectangle from the tool bar 

and click anywhere on screen 

            Output it at that location with a number 

If user’s double click on an ellipse or folded 

rectangle on the screen 

 Output a dialog box to enable user describe 

idea as text or explain idea in details as 

text 

 If user select an ellipse or folded rectangle on the 

screen and drag to another location 

              Output it at that location 

If user has put more than one ellipse or folded rectangle on 

the screen as well as selected a sub-idea connector or idea 

explanation connector from the tool bar and dragged it 

within any two ellipses on screen 

Output a connected ellipse with a directed 

line between them or output a connected 
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folded rectangle or an ellipse connected to 

a folded rectangle with an undirected line 

between the notes.             

Number the ellipse automatically. 

                     If user clicks on exit   Close the program. 

To number drawn ellipses automatically. 

Drawn first ellipse and it name to “1.0” 

Draw another new ellipse 

i=1; 

While line is drawn from first ellipse to a new ellipse{ 

 Label new ellipse: “1.”+i; 

 Increment i;} 

j=1; 

 While line is drawn from newly labeled ellipse apart from first ellipse to 
another new ellipse{ 

 Label the new ellipse:  newlyLabeledEllipseName+” ”+j; 

   increment j;}  

Notes: 

  User can open save files, view recent files. 
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User can save files, save files as other format like violet files or all 

files. 

 User can export image as image file as well as print them.          

User can delete drawn object. 

User can change the theme of the software as well as change 

different drag type. 

Problem Analysis 

The problem that the Note taker is to solve is to support the mind-mapping 

technique of note-taking that can be used by secretaries in meetings or even students in a 

lecture class with the aim of providing a GUI screen applicable on laptops or I-pads from 

which users can create and link ideas in a 2-dimensional space working more in-line 

with how the brain operates as well as mimicking the way the human mind works by 

connecting related ideas to a central one rather than linearly as on the written paper. The 

software is to provide more focus on understanding rather than words or syntax. It 

should also enable users keep pace with lecture or presentations by focusing on ideas 

instead of words. And, it should enable the tasks performed on the software being safer 

to paper, aid in reporting as well as reduce cost, time and wastage. 

 To achieve the mind mapping technique for note taking on the software, the user 

would drag an ellipse on the screen after clicking on an idea holder button to fill it with 

the focus idea description by either clicking or double clicking on the ellipse. The user 
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would then try to links the drawn ellipse to another ellipse by clicking on a sub-idea 

connector to enable them drag from one ellipse to another ellipse with the head of the 

directed connector pointing to the radiating ellipse. The focus idea on the drawn ellipse 

can also be explained more by connecting with an idea explanation connector from it to 

an explanation holder. 

Designing the Solution 

              In designing the interface of the system, critical analysis of the possible 

scenarios were taken into consideration.  The program is made available for now as a 

standalone program which can be installed on any computer. 

Standalone:  

             The look and feel of the user interface is initially set to the default java look and 

feel but can be change to others look and feel by selecting from the theme menu. It has 

three basic panels.  The Note Taker panel is the first that is seen by the user which 

contains menus with functionalities. Some of the menus are File, Edit, View, Theme, 

Drag, Window and Help menu. The second panel is the Note Diagram panel which 

contains all the buttons required to take note using mind mapping technique.  The third 

panel is a scroll-pane to enable user to describe their idea as text as well as display them 

for text editing when a drawn ellipse or line is right or doubled clicked. 

User Interface: The user interface contain the following functions  
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 Toolbar is on top 

 For selecting nodes/edges, grabber button are used. 

 Buttons for current node/edge type 

 Menu 

 Drawing area (Horstmann, C., July, 2009). 

Mouse Operations 

 Empty space is clicked on: current node inserted 

 Node or edge is clicked on: select it 

 When current tool an edge, drag node: connect nodes 

  When current tool not an edge, drag node: move node (Horstmann, C., July, 

2009). 

PROTOTYPE Pattern 

Context 

1. Objects of classes that are not known when the system is built is being 

instantiated by a system. 

2. For each kind of object, you do not want to require a separate class. 

3. You want to avoid a separate hierarchy of classes whose responsibility it is to 

create the objects (Horstmann, C., July, 2009). 
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Solution 

1. Define a prototype interface type that is common to all created objects. 

2. For each kind of object that the system creates, a prototype is being supply. 

3. Whenever a new object of the given kind is required, the prototype is clone 

(Horstmann, C., July, 2009). 

PROTOTYPE Pattern 

 

(Horstmann, C., July, 2009). 

 

PROTOTYPE Pattern 

NAME IN DESIGN PATTERN ACTUAL NAME (graph editor) 

Prototype Node 

ConcretePrototype1 EllipseNode 

Creator The GraphPanel that handle the mouse 

operation for adding new nodes 
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(Horstmann, C., July, 2009). 

Framework UI Classes 

 GraphFrame: the toolbar, the menu bar, and the graph panel are being managed 

by this frame.   

 ToolBar: toggle buttons for the node and edge icons are held by this panel.   

 GraphPanel: graph is shown and the mouse clicks are handled and drags for the 

editing commands by this panel. 

 Application programmers need not subclass these classes (Horstmann, C., July, 

2009). 

A Framework Instance 

 Simple application 

 Draw colored nodes 

 Join nodes with straight lines (Horstmann, C., July, 2009). 

Responsibilities of programmer 

 A class that implements the Node or Edge interface type is being defined for 

each node and edge type is to be defined. 

 All required methods are to be supplied, such as drawing and testing of 

containment. 
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 A subclass of the Graph class has been define and 

getNodePrototypes, getEdgePrototypes are being supplied (Horstmann, C., July, 

2009).  

 

 

 

Use case diagram for the Note taking System 

 

 

A Framework Instance  

 

 

 

 

 
Abstract                 
Edge 

Simple 
Graph  

Ellipse 
Node  

Line 
Edge  

<<interface>>                 
Node 

Simple 
Graph 
Editor 

Graph 
Frame 

ToolBar <<interface>>                 
Edge 

Graph 
Panel 

Graph  
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(Horstmann, C., July, 2009). 

Class Diagram for the whole Note taker system
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Add New Node 

public void mousePressed(MouseEvent event) 

{ 

    Point2D mousePoint = event.getPoint(); 

    Object tool = toolBar.getSelectedTool(); 

    ... 

    if (tool instanceof Node) 

    { 

        Node prototype = (Node) tool; 

        Node newNode = (Node)prototype.clone(); 

        graph.add(newNode, mousePoint); 

    } 

    ... 

    repaint(); 

}(Horstmann, C., July, 2009).  

Implicit running time for adding new node:  O(1) 
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Sequence Diagram for Add New Node 

 

(Horstmann, C., July, 2009).  

Add New Edge 

 Check if mouse was pressed inside existing node, first 

 

public Node findNode(Point2D p) 

{ 

    for (int i = 0; i < nodes.size(); i++) 

    {  

       Node n = (Node) nodes.get(i); 

       if (n.contains(p)) return n; 

    } 
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    return null; 

}(Horstmann, C., July, 2009).  

Implicit running time for adding new edge:  O(n) 

Add New Edge 

• mousePressed: 

o Check if mouse point inside node 

o Check if current tool is an edge 

o Mouse point is start of rubber band 

 mouseDragged: 

o Mouse point is end of rubber band; repaint 

 mouseReleased: 

o Edge is added to graph (Horstmann, C., July, 2009).  
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Sequence Diagram for Add New Edge

 

(Horstmann, C., July, 2009).  
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State diagram for each object 

Adding new node state 

 

 

Adding new edge state  
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Validating the Design 

        To validate the design set for the program, survey was carried out and questions 

asked as to get information to better improve on the design if necessary. It appeared that 

the design for the standalone was accepted by the public but would like it if a web-based 

version is also created. 

Implementing the Design 

        The design was implemented into a system that is working by using  

Java language: Used in coding the standalone version.  Both the user interface and the 

program logic were implemented using this. 

Html language and cascading style sheet: To code the web-based version. Part of the 

interface was implemented using this. 

Testing the Solution 

Installing the System 

Stand-alone Version 

         Before the Program can be run, the client computer must have installed Java 

runtime used to run the program.  

If the above are present on the computer,  
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 then the program proceeds to installation  

else the above programs must be installed. 

Web-based Version 

          The web-based version is a java applet which requires to be hosted in companies 

that support it hosting. Before the Program can be run, the client computer must have 

installed Java runtime and a web-browser used to access the program.  

Running the program 

Stand-alone Version 

       When the program is opened after installation, the user is presented with a Note 

Taker view.  This view contains Note Taker menu such as the File, Edit, View, Theme, 

Drag, Window and Help menu that are most common and crucial.   

Web-based Version 

       Entering the address of where the applet is hosted by the user presents him/her with 

the Note Taker view with same interface and functionality as the stand-alone version.  

 Note: Snipping tool was used to get a snap shot of my implemented software. But could 

not be used to get areas where menu was selected since it menu close as you try to click 

on the snipping tool. 
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Note Taker view 

The file Menu has sub-menus like New, Open, Recent files, Save, Save as, Export 

image, Print and Exit. 

Open a new note page by clicking File--- New--- Note or 

Use the following key combination: ALT+ F,   ALT+N, and ALT+ N 
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Note Taker new note view 
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Note Taker new note view adding ellipse- after ellipse button is selected and first ellipse 

pasted, it is numbered automatically as 1.0. 
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Note Taker new note view adding ellipse - after selected automatically numbered 1.0 

ellipse is double clicked and the central idea, “Person” written on it in assumption of 

being in a meeting.  
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Note Taker new note view adding ellipse - after ellipse button is selected and second 

ellipse pasted. 
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Note Taker new note view connecting ellipses with line - after line button is selected and 

second ellipse automatically numbered to 1.1. 
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Note Taker new note view naming ellipse - after selected automatically numbered 1.1 

ellipse is double clicked and “Name”, a sub idea written on it with the joining line 

between the two ellipses showing relationship.  
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Note Taker new note view changing line color- after selecting line, the edit menu is 

clicked and the color sub menu is selected and color is change from yellow to green by 

selecting from the color drop down. 
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Note Taker new note view changing ellipse color- after selecting ellipse “1.1 Name”, the 

edit menu is clicked and the color sub menu is selected and color is change from yellow 

to green by selecting from the color drop down. 
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Note Taker new note view adding rectangle - after rectangle button is selected and 

rectangle pasted. After line button is selected and drag from the ellipse to the pasted 

rectangle. The rectangle is doubled clicked and text written on it. 
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Note Taker new note view changing rectangle’s color- After the line drag from the 

ellipse to the pasted rectangle or the rectangle itself is selected, the edit menu is clicked 

and the color sub menu is selected and color is change from yellow to green by selecting 

from the color drop down. 
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Note Taker new note view fully mapped- With various combination of the procedure 

describe above, a mind mapping of a meeting discussion about the topic person would 

look like the diagram shown above.  
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Note Taker new note view to open saved file- To open saved files follow the path below 

File Open or 

Use the following key combination: ALT+ F,   ALT+O 

which presents the option-view above for viewing selected saved image. 

Recent files can also be opened by following the path below 

File Recent files or 

Use the following key combination: ALT+ F,   ALT+R 
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which present the option-view above for viewing selected saved image.

 

Note Taker new note view to saved files- To saved files follow the path below 

File Save or 

Use the following key combination: ALT+ F,   ALT+S 

which presents the option-view above to select location to saved image. 

File Save as or 

Use the following key combination: ALT+ F,   ALT+A 
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which presents the option-view above to select location to saved image in other chosen 

format. 

To enable the transition to electronic document, works can be printed, exported to image 

to be used on other application like Microsoft words, power point, etc. 

 

Note Taker new note view to export image- To save the current note as image files either 

jpg or png or jpeg follow the path below 

File Export Image which presents the option view above for image saving in other 

format or 

Use the following key combination: ALT+ F,   ALT+E. 
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Note Taker new note view to print image- To sent the current note to printer follow the 

path below 

File Print which presents the view above for printing option to be selected or 

Use the following key combination: ALT+ F,   ALT+P 
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Note Taker new note view to collapse sub ideas- By following the path Edit Collapse 

or using the keyboard combination Ctrl + C 

and selecting the ellipse whose sub-ellipse you want to collapse, for my case is label “1.1 

Name”, the collapse sub menu can be used to collapse any sub-ideas except the main 

idea.   
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Note Taker new note view to expand collapsed sub-ideas- By following the path Edit 

Expand or using the keyboard combination Ctrl + E 

and selecting the ellipse whose sub-ellipses was collapse, for my case is label “1.1 

Name”, the expand sub menu can be used to expand any sub-ideas from the selected 

idea.   
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Note Taker new note view to zoom out- To reduce the size of the displayed image 

follow the path below.  

FileViewZoom out or 

Use the following keyboard combination: ALT+ V,   ALT+O or 

Ctrl+ Minus 
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Note Taker new note view to zoom in- To increase the size of the displayed image 

follow the path below.  

FileViewZoom in or 

Use the following keyboard combination: ALT+ V,   ALT+I or 

Ctrl+ Equals 
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Note Taker new note view to grow drawing area- To increase the size of the area to mind 

map follow the path below.  

FileViewGrow drawing area or 

Use the following keyboard combination: ALT+ V,   ALT+G 
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Note Taker new note view to clip drawing area- To reduce the size of the area to mind 

map follow the path below.  

FileViewClip drawing area or 

Use the following keyboard combination: ALT+ V,   ALT+C 
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Note Taker new note view to reduce note grid- To reduce the grid of the area to mind 

map follow the path below.  

FileViewSmaller grid or 

Use the following keyboard combination: ALT+ V,   ALT+S 
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Note Taker new note view to increase note grid- To increase the grid of the area to mind 

map follow the path below.  

FileViewLarger grid or 

Use the following keyboard combination: ALT+ V,   ALT+L 
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Note Taker new note view to change to Steel theme- To change the theme of the note 

taker follow the path below.  

ThemeSteel or Use the following keyboard combination: ALT+ T,   Select Steel 

 

Note Taker new note view to change to Emerald theme - To change the theme of the 

note taker follow the path below.  

ThemeEmerald or 
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Use the following keyboard combination: ALT+ T,   Select Emerald 

 

Note Taker new note view to change to Oxide theme - To change the theme of the note 

taker follow the path below.  

ThemeOxide or 

Use the following keyboard combination: ALT+ T,   Select Oxide 

 

Note Taker new note view to change to Sandstone theme - To change the theme of the 

note taker follow the path below.  
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ThemeSandstone or 

Use the following keyboard combination: ALT+ T,   Select Sandstone 

 

Note Taker new note view to change to Presentatiion theme - To change the theme of the 

note taker follow the path below.  

ThemePresentation or 

Use the following keyboard combination: ALT+ T,   Select Presentation 
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Note Taker new note view to change to contrast theme- To change the theme of the note 

taker follow the path below.  

ThemeContrast or Use the following keyboard combination: ALT+ T,   Select 

Contrast 

 

Note Taker new note view to change to Low Vision theme - To change the theme of the 

note taker follow the path below.  

ThemeLow Vision or Use the following keyboard combination: ALT+ T,   Select 

Low Vision. 
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Note Taker new note view to change to Charcoal theme - To change the theme of the 

note taker follow the path below.  

ThemeCharcoal or Use the following keyboard combination: ALT+ T,   Select 

Charcoal. 

Running time for the program. 

Total implicit running time for adding new node + adding new edge: 

O(1)+O(n)=O(n) 

Total average explicit running time for the whole program: 1579 

Total implicit running time for the whole program: O(n2) 
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CONCLUSION 

When mind mapping technique is applied to speeches during meeting, it results 

to an effective study technique when revisited to be revised since it often contains the 

central concepts of the course and the material most likely to be included on exams if a 

students or being asked by the boss if a secretary (Academic Skill Center, 2011). It 

improves the way you record information as well as enables the quick identity and 

understanding of the structure of a subject being discussed since the as you map the note 

you are taken it is labeled in an hierarchically. Mind map also helps in information 

remembrance since it holds it in a format that your mind finds easy to recall and quick to 

review (Horstmann, C., 1996). However, consideration has to be given towards ways of 

motivating mind maps amongst users before mind maps are generally adopted as a study 

technique (Farrand, P.,  Hussain, F and Hennessy, E., 2002).   
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     SUMMARY 

       The aim of this project which is to provide a mind mapping technique for note 

taking through the use of computers and other technologies has been set in motion by the 

implementation of the Note Taker System and the full purpose will be achieved in the 

future when the program is improved further following the previously mentioned future 

prospects. 

       The program mimics the way the brain and mind works. The GUI (Graphical User 

Interface) has been designed to be simple and well structured so as to provide better 

convenience for users of the system.  Also the method of idea holder and idea connector 

holder selection has been made easier by the provision of grabber tools.  This is to make 

the user think with the help of the program and to reduce time since it is hierarchically 

labeled as the note is taken mostly immediately and requires quick decision making.   
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